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Abstract  
A type example of Vulcanian eruptive dynamics is the series of 88 explosions that 
occurred between August and October 1997 at Soufrière Hills volcano on Montserrat Island. 
These explosions are interpreted to be caused by the pressurization of a conduit by a shallow 
highly crystalline and degassed magma plug. We test such an interpretation by combining the 
pressures and porosities of the pre-explosive magma column proposed by Burgisser et al. 
(2010, doi:10.1016/j.jvolgeores.2010.04.008) into a physical model that reconstructs a depth-
referenced density profile of the column for four mechanisms of pressure buildup. Each 
mechanism yields a different overpressure profile: 1) gas accumulation, 2) conduit wall 
elasticity, 3) microlite crystallization, and 4) magma flowage. For the three first mechanisms, 
the three-part vertical layering of the conduit prior to explosion was spatially distributed as a 
dense cap atop the conduit with a thickness of a few tens of meters, a transition zone of 400-
700 m with heterogeneous vesicularities, and, at greater depth, a more homogeneous, low-
porosity zone that brings the total column length to ~3.5 km. A shorter column can be 
obtained with mechanism 4: a dense cap of less than a few meters, a heterogeneous zone of 
200-500 m, and a total column length as low as 2.5 km. Inflation/deflation cycles linked to a 
periodic overpressure source offer a dataset that we use to constrain the four overpressure 
mechanisms. Magma flowage is sufficient to cause periodic edifice deformation through 
semi-rigid conduit walls and build overpressures able to trigger explosions. Gas accumulation 
below a shallow plug is also able to build such overpressures and can occur regardless of 
magma flowage. The concurrence of these three mechanisms offers the highest likelihood of 
building overpressures leading to the 1997 explosion series. We also explore the 
consequences of sudden (eruptive) overpressure release on our magmatic columns to assess 
the role of syn-explosive vesiculation and pre-fragmentation column expansion. We find that 
large shallow overpressures and efficient syn-explosive vesiculation cause the most dramatic 
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pre-fragmentation expansion. This leads us to depict two end-member pictures of a Vulcanian 
explosion. The first case corresponds to the widely accepted view that the downward motion 
of a fragmentation front controls column evacuation. In the second case, syn-explosive 
column expansion just after overpressure release brings foamed-up magma up towards an 
essentially stationary and shallow fragmentation front. 
 
Keywords: Soufrière Hills Volcano; Montserrat;Vulcanian explosions; decompression; 
conduit modeling 
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1. Introduction 
Vulcanian eruptions are generally short-lived (seconds to minutes) explosions that 
result from brutal decompression of a sealed conduit containing pressurized magma and that 
eject relatively small volumes of material (Self et al., 1979; Woods, 1995; Stix et al., 1997; 
Sparks et al., 1997; Morrissey and Mastin, 2000). These violent events are generally periodic 
and have been linked to a combination of pressure buildup within the magmatic conduit and 
the existence of a critical pressure threshold above which explosion starts (Hoblitt et al., 
1996). Sealing of the conduit by juvenile material occurs by exsolution and syneruptive 
degassing of volatiles under open system conditions from magma at shallow levels (e.g., 
Eichelberger et al., 1986). This exsolution has a double effect on the magma: it increases melt 
viscosity and thus stiffens the plug, and it induces crystallization, which also increases bulk 
magma viscosity by addition of microlites. The degassed and crystalline plug results in 
pressurization of the underlying magma in the conduit. If the plug forces the magmatic 
column below to react as a closed system, large quantities of gas can accumulate over a short 
period of time just below the plug. If the column remains long enough a closed system with 
respect to gas, decompression-driven crystallization can also cause pressure buildup (Tait et 
al., 1989; Sparks, 1997; Stix et al., 1997; Hammer et al., 1999). If the plug fails to fully seal 
the column below, there are two other mechanisms able to induce conduit pressurization. 
First, the elasticity of the conduit walls may attempt to reestablish a lithostatic gradient in the 
conduit (e.g., Mitchell, 2005). Second, the interaction between magma ascent within the 
conduit and the stiffening of the plug may generate a non-linear vertical pressure gradient 
(Sparks, 1997; Voight et al., 1999; Wylie et al., 1999; Diller et al., 2006; Clarke et al., 2007). 
Beyond making the magma more prone to fragmentation (Gardner et al., 1996; Spieler et al., 
2004), the exsolved gas phase subjected to these pressurization mechanisms is capable of 
driving the powerful Vulcanian jet (e.g., Wilson, 1980; Woods, 1995; Clarke et al., 2002). 
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Plug formation and magma column pressurization thus involve at least four 
independent mechanisms that condition the magma column just prior to a Vulcanian 
explosion. Here we use the precise knowledge of the state of the magmatic column just before 
a Vulcanian explosion to assess the role of each mechanism, and to approach the inner 
workings of Vulcanian explosions. We focus on the series of 88 Vulcanian explosions that 
occurred with recurrence intervals of ~10 hours between August and October 1997 at 
Soufrière Hills volcano on Montserrat Island (Young et al., 1998; Druitt et al., 2002). Each 
explosion started with a high-flux phase that lasted several tens of seconds, involving the 
discharge of on average 3×105 m3 of magma, about one third forming fallout and two thirds 
forming pyroclastic flows and surges (Druitt et al., 2002). A well-documented eruptive 
sequence, and a wealth of information on the dynamics of these explosions (Formenti et al., 
2003; Formenti and Druitt, 2003; Clarke et al., 2002, 2007; Kennedy et al., 2005; Diller et al., 
2006; Giachetti et al., 2010; Burgisser et al., 2010), have contributed to establishing this 
Vulcanian episode as a reference, and the reader is referred to these papers for full details. 
We build on the work of Burgisser et al. (2010), who have estimated the vertical 
magma density profile in the conduit immediately prior to an average 1997 Vulcanian 
explosion by 1) documenting the textures covering the range of the 1997 products, 2) 
quantitative analysis of water content in interstitial glasses, and 3) combining these data with 
a simple model linking pre- and post-explosive vesicularities. This leads to a pressure-
referenced density profile characterized by a three-part vertical layering of the conduit prior to 
explosion. This broad layering is based on the occurrence of five lithologies in the ejecta 
(glassy to crystalline dense clasts, breadcrusted bombs, texturally heterogeneous pumices, 
texturally homogeneous pumices, and homogeneous pumices from fallout deposits). A dense 
and strongly degassed plug caps the column. It is underlain by a shallow (up to 10 MPa) 
transition zone featuring complex mingling between vesicular and dense magma. At greater 
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pressures (up to 85 MPa) and depths lies a more homogeneous zone of relatively dense (10-20 
vol% porosity) magma, of which all but the lowermost part was emplaced under partly open 
system degassing. 
The present study combines the pre-explosive pressures and porosities proposed by 
Burgisser et al. (2010) into a physical model that reconstructs a depth-referenced density 
profile of the column for each respective mechanism of pressure buildup. We assess the four 
buildup mechanisms, each with a different overpressure profile: 1) gas accumulation, 2) 
conduit wall elasticity, 3) microlite crystallization, and 4) magma flowage. We use evidence 
from geodetic measurements that quantify periodic inflation/deflation cycles of the volcanic 
edifice to help us constrain the role of each mechanism at Soufrière Hills. We finally explore 
the consequences of sudden overpressure release on the obtained density profile. 
 
2. Method to convert pre-explosive pressures to depths 
 
Pre-explosive pressures can be converted to pre-explosive depths if a precise estimate 
of the vertical density distribution of the magmatic column is available. Clarke et al. (2007) 
considered that the average magma density in the column corresponded to an average clast 
density of 1500 kg/m3. Clasts from our sampling have an average density of 1600 kg/m3, 
which is comparable to that of Clarke et al. (2007). The main drawback of such an approach, 
however, is that it overlooks the fact that the true density profile is not linear with depth. We 
thus propose a physics-based method to combine pre-explosive pressures and porosities to 
infer the pre-explosive conduit density profile. Our starting dataset is that of Burgisser et al. 
(2010), which consists of pre-explosive pressures, vesicularities and water contents of 57 
samples (Table 1). These values are outputs from a two-stage degassing model that takes into 
account gas expansion by decompression, water exsolution, and outgassing from clast 
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interiors to their surroundings. We use their model outputs with the attached errors as a basis 
for our depth conversions. 
Reconstruction of the pre-explosive conduit density profile can be carried out by 
considering the magmatic column to be made of a stack of horizontal slices, each of thickness 
Δzi and bulk density ρi (Fig. 1). The sudden release of overpressure is a common explanation 
of Vulcanian explosions (Morrisey and Mastin, 2000), which has been invoked by many 
authors to explain the 1997 Vulcanian series at Soufrière Hills (e.g., Druitt et al., 2002; 
Melnik and Sparks, 1999, 2002; Formenti et al., 2003; Diller et al., 2006). The novelty of our 
model is to explicitly take into account that overpressure for each slice. The total pressure, Pi, 
at the base of a given slice is then: 
1−+Δ+Δ= iiiii PPzgP ρ  (1) 
where g is gravitational acceleration, ρigΔzi is magmastatic pressure exerted by slice i , Pi-1 is 
the pressure of the slice immediately above, and ΔPi is the overpressure of that slice relative 
to the magmastatic value. If we further assume that each of the 57 samples represents one 
slice, its bulk density is: 
migii ραραρ )1( −+=  (2) 
where ρm =~2450 kg/m3 is the bubble-free magma density at 850 °C (Devine et al., 2003) 
using Conflow (Mastin, 2002) and ρg is the gas density at Pi using the ideal gas law 
(ρg=MPi/RT with M=0.018 kg/mol, R=8.3144 J/mol/K, and T=1123 K). Pressures, Pi, and 
vesicularities, αi, are taken from our companion paper (Table 1, Burgisser et al., 2010). If the 
overpressures ΔPi are known, Equs. (1) and (2) can be solved iteratively by using, in our case, 
the Newton-Rhapson method to obtain Δzi for each successive slice starting from atmospheric 
pressure at the vent. 
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2.1. Mechanism 1: Overpressure generated by gas accumulation 
 
The pre-explosive magma column has been shown to contain less water than was 
present in the reservoir, which implies that most of the evacuated column was permeable to 
gas leakage (Burgisser et al., 2010). Since water exsolution can occur over short timescales 
(Giachetti et al., 2010), sudden plug formation would cause a complex redistribution of 
porosity by gas transfer. Gas would leak from depth, driven by the magmastatic pressure 
gradient, and would accumulate below the plug. The resulting pressure rise just below the 
plug would in turn partially re-dissolve the incoming gas because of the increased solubility. 
Even with the simplification that sealing is instantaneous and causes the magma below to 
react as a closed system, modeling such a dynamic process is beyond the scope of this paper. 
The main obstacle is that the effects of plug formation cannot uniquely be linked to our 
pressure-referenced porosity distribution because 1) gas accumulation can only be modeled 
when each slice has a tightly constrained depth, which is unknown and 2) our pressure data 
are based on the assumption that the water content of the melt is at the saturation value, which 
is violated as long as the melt is not re-equilibrated with the accumulated gas. 
Instead, we opt for decoupling the overpressure caused by gas accumulation and its 
effect on the depth distribution of the magma column. Such decoupling means that gas 
leakage is assumed to occur without affecting the porosity distribution of the column. In other 
words, we neglect the increased solubility caused by overpressure, but also the possible 
porosity reduction at depth caused by gas transfer to upper levels. An implication of this end-
member situation is that magma is constrained by the conduit such that foam collapse is 
impossible. As a result, the pressure gradient is kept at the magmastatic level in Equ (1) to 
calculate the depth of each slice. Ignoring foam collapse has for effect to maximize the 
thickness of each slice, hence producing the longest magmatic column possible. 
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To establish a decoupled overpressure profile, we first calculate the thickness of each 
slice by fixing ΔPi=0 in Equ (1). We then reattribute an overpressure to each slice so that the 
total pressure has a stair-step shape (Fig. 2 inset). The plug is a thin region in the conduit 
above which the pressure gradient is magmastatic and below which a vertical pressure 
gradient builds up with time by gas accumulation. In other words, gas leakage creates an 
overpressure above magmastatic that brings a section of the conduit below the plug to a 
constant total pressure. At most, this total pressure equals the tensile strength of the plug. Just 
prior to plug rupture, the magma below the plug is at constant pressure until the depth at 
which magmastatic load becomes greater than this constant pressure. We define this constant 
pressure as the plug pressure, and the difference between the plug pressure and the 
magmastatic value as the gas overpressure. 
 Gas overpressure depends on two free parameters: plug depth and plug pressure. As 
mentioned, plug pressure has to be sufficient to overcome the tensile strength of the plug, 
which highly depends on pre-explosive porosity. Plug strength can be estimated to be 16-31 
MPa for the dense cap, and 2-54 MPa for the heterogeneous transitional zone (Burgisser et al., 
2010). Even if we assume that gas transfer within the column does not affect porosity 
distribution in a major way, it is reasonable to consider that gas accumulation is consistent 
with observed small scale textural heterogeneities such as variable porosities. This textural 
criterion suggests that the plug extends at least to the base of the dense upper cap and at most 
to the base of the heterogeneous zone. 
 
2.2. Mechanism 2: Overpressure generated by conduit wall elasticity 
 
Conduit walls are likely to exert some strain on the magmatic column. The 
consideration of this source of overpressure is motivated by an interpretation of deformation 
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measurements suggesting that conduit walls are not fully rigid and react to pressure changes 
within the magma column. Widiwijayanti et al. (2005) showed that dome collapse not only 
causes inflation of the volcano by mass removal, but also induces a larger deflation due to the 
ensuing readjustment of pressure within the magmatic column. It is thus reasonable to 
envision that the pressure in the conduit, Pi, lies between the magmastatic value and the 
lithostatic value. We maximize this overpressure (relative to magmastatic) source by 
assuming that the walls are able to fully reestablish a lithostatic gradient in the conduit (e.g., 
Mitchell, 2005): 
iiiwi zgPzgP Δ−−=Δ − ρρ 1  (3) 
where ∑ Δ= izz  and ρw is the wallrock density (2600 kg/m3). In this view, wallrock 
elasticity fully accommodates the pressure difference between magma and wallrock, possibly 
yielding conduit constriction or swelling. 
 
2.3. Mechanism 3: Overpressure generated by microlite crystallization 
 
Decompression-induced microlite crystallization generates overpressure if the magma 
column is rapidly emplaced and crystallizes as a closed system (e.g., Stix et al., 1997; Sparks, 
1997). This situation has been modeled by Tait et al. (1989) taking into account the 
contributions of water exsolution, wallrock and melt elasticity, initial exsolved gas, and 
crystal contraction: 
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where f is the volume fraction of microlites formed, ρg is the gas density at Pi, wi is the melt 
water content after crystallization at Pi, wb is the melt water content before crystallization at 
Pi-ΔPi, μ is the wallrock rigidity (1010 Pa when wallrock is rigid and intact, and 3×107 Pa 
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when wallrock is soft, Widiwijayanti et al., 2005), and β is the melt bulk modulus (1010 Pa, 
Tait et al., 1989). Burgisser et al. (2010) showed that Soufrière Hills magma obeys the 
solubility law proposed by Liu et al. (2005). For simplicity, we fitted the Liu et al. (2005) 
polynomial law to the simpler form used by Tait el al. (1989), nbibi Pkw ,, =  with k=3.24×10-3 
and n=0.5273. Calculations done with the full polynomial law yield ≤5% difference on z at 
very shallow depth (< 8 m), decreasing rapidly to <1% difference at greater depth. We used 
the bulk microlite content in Table 1, and we calculated ΔPi by iteration from Equ. (4). 
At the core of this pressurization mechanism is water exsolution into existing bubbles, 
which causes pressure to increase. This increase is counteracted by the elasticity of the 
wallrock and the melt, by the contraction due to crystallization, and by contraction of existing 
bubbles, which all make additional space available. The respective pressure reduction of these 
three mechanisms is 1-30%, 0-4%, and 1-35%, respectively, the lowest values corresponding 
to shallow depths.  
 
2.4. Mechanism 4: Overpressure generated by magma flowage 
 
Magma ascent can generate overpressure by the combined effects of mass 
conservation and increasing viscosity as degassing proceeds (e.g., Sparks, 1997; Voight et al., 
1999; Wylie et al., 1999; Diller et al., 2006; Clarke et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2007; Hale and 
Mühlhaus, 2007). We simulated such flow-induced overpressure by parameterizing model 
outputs from four studies. In the first study (Melnik and Sparks, 2002), we used a run without 
crystallization in the conduit and a standard permeability law (i.e. similar to that of Klug and 
Cashman, 1996), which corresponds to taking case (i) with k0=1 in Fig. 5 of Melnik and 
Sparks (2002). To combine their outputs of porosity, α(z), and overpressure with respect to 
lithostatic, ΔPl(z), we first fitted their model outputs with two log-logistic laws (e.g., Varley et 
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al., 2006): [ ] 21 1)( −− +=Δ PP zzzP PPPPl γγ δγδε  and [ ] 21 1)( −− += αα γαγααα δγδεα zzz . Beyond 
the excellent degree of fit they provide, these empirical laws can also easily be integrated. The 
values of the parameters ε, δ, and γ are simply obtained by a least-squares regression of the 
respective model outputs. The overpressure with respect to the magma column, ΔPi, can then 
be retrieved by using: 
∫+Δ=+Δ
z
biwl dzgzPzgzP
0
)()( ρρ  (5) 
where ρb(z) is the magma bulk density as a function of depth, the integral is the pressure due 
to the weight of the magmatic column alone and, following Melnik and Sparks (2002), 
ρw=ρm=2600 kg/m3. Using Equ. (2) with ρg=0 to express the magma bulk density and using 
the log-logistic laws to express porosity and overpressure as a function of depth, Equ. (5) 
becomes: 
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The second study was that of Hale and Mühlhaus (2007). The overpressure with 
respect to magmastatic was directly given in their Fig. 6A, so we simply fitted to their model 
outputs the following law: [ ] 21 1)( −− +=Δ ii zzzP iiiii γγ δγδε . The third study was that of 
Hautmann et al. (2009), which is based on the conduit flow model of Costa et al. (2007). Here 
also, the overpressure in their Fig. 2 is given with respect to magmastatic, and the same law 
was used to fit )(zPiΔ  to their profile. Finally, the study by Clarke et al. (2007) presented only 
a porosity profile in their Fig. 6A, which we parameterized in a similar fashion to that of 
Melnik and Sparks (2002). As it was insufficient to calculate an overpressure profile, we only 
use the study of Clarke et al. (2007) to compare model-generated porosities with our dataset. 
Table 2 gives values of the parameters ε, δ, and γ for each of the four conduit models. 
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2.5. Effect of sudden overpressure release at explosion initiation 
 
Syn-explosive degassing is responsible for a significant fraction of the vesicularity 
measured in the ejecta (Giachetti et al., 2010). There is also textural evidence that some 
magma expansion occurred between explosion onset and fragmentation (Giachetti et al. 2010; 
Burgisser et al., 2010). Assuming that explosion triggering is caused by the sudden release of 
the overpressure, our data allows us to picture the reaction of the average magmatic column to 
the brutal return to the background pressure. We assume full overpressure loss, which 
maximizes pre-fragmentation column expansion. Each slice gets to a new pressure Pi new: 
),max( iiatmnewi PPPP Δ−=  (7) 
Considering that the conduit does not vary in diameter during the brutal overpressure 
loss, the inflation or deflation of each slice obeys: 
newinewiii zz ρρ Δ=Δ  (8) 
The new magma bulk density, ρi new, is calculated by Equ. (2) at the new pressure and 
vesicularity, αi new, which is related to the mass fraction of exsolved gas the slice contains, x, 
by: 
m
g
newi x
x
ρ
ρ
α
)1(
11
−+=  (9) 
If no syn-explosive degassing occurs, x=xi is the pre-explosive exsolved water content 
given in Table 1. If syn-explosive degassing occurs, x=xi new is the new exsolved content after 
pressure readjustment. We used the Liu et al. (2005) solubility model at 850°C and zero CO2 
pressure to obtain the water dissolved in the melt, mi and mi new, at Pi and Pi new, respectively. 
Taking into account that the exsolved H2O, x, is evaluated with respect to the melt and bubble 
mixture, whereas the dissolved H2O, m, is evaluated with respect to bubble-free melt, a simple 
mass balance yields: 
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3. Results 
 
3.1. Overpressures created by each mechanism 
 
Periodic inflation/deflation cycles of 6 to 14 hours occurred in the months before the 
1997 Vulcanian explosions (Voight et al., 1998). Each inflation was ended by a dome 
collapse event of variable size. Inverse modeling of tilt data suggests that these cycles were 
caused by a periodic overpressure source of 1 to 4 MPa localized between 740 and 970 m, 
regardless of dome size (Widiwijayanti et al., 2005). Before all tiltmeters were destroyed by 
the Vulcanian explosions, data collected during the two first explosions show the same 
pattern: each inflation ended by an explosion. This shows that the periodic source was still 
active during the Vulcanian events. The tilt pattern changed little between the two types of 
events, whether partial dome collapse or Vulcanian explosion (Voight et al., 1999). This 
indicates that this source alone cannot fully account for the overpressure at the origin of the 
explosions, and that some decoupling must be considered. Recent studies revisiting the origin 
of the periodic overpressures agree with such a view (Lane et al., 2008; Lensky et al., 2008; 
Hautmann et al., 2009). In this section, we simply consider whether each of the four 
mechanisms is able to generate by itself an overpressure compatible with the periodic source. 
The next section is devoted to mechanism coupling.  
The periodic source occurs relative to a background state that is generally considered 
as a lithostatic gradient everywhere but near and within the conduit (e.g., Voight et al., 1999; 
Widiwijayanti et al., 2005). The background state of the conduit and its vicinity, however, is 
largely unknown and is sensitive to the pressure distribution within the magmatic column 
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(Widiwijayanti et al., 2005), suggesting that the conduit walls are not fully rigid. As end-
members, we consider that the pressure background is near-magmastatic where walls are rigid 
and near-lithostatic where walls yield. We first present the effects of each of the four 
mechanisms when the overpressure is measured with respect to magmastatic. 
Our simplified treatment of gas-induced overpressure (Mechanism 1) assumes that gas 
accumulates below a plug without affecting magma porosity. The overpressure we impose on 
the magma column is thus adding to the magmastatic background level without changing the 
thickness of each slice of the column. Two extreme overpressure distributions can be drawn 
based on 1) the likely depth of the plug (from the base of the dense zone to that of the 
heterogeneous zone), 2) the tensile strength of each slice and 3) the depth and magnitude of 
the periodic source. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 and, for comparison with the other 
mechanisms, in Fig. 3. The plug is constrained to lie between 40 and 600 m deep, and the 
value of gas overpressure varies from 8 to 20 MPa, the higher value corresponding to the 
shallowest plug. The triangle-shaped overpressure brings the total plug pressure to 21 MPa for 
the shallowest plug and 17 MPa for the deepest plug, creating a region of gas accumulation 
from 600 to 1100 m thick. 
Wall-induced overpressure (Mechanism 2) yields a smooth, steep gradient starting at 
low values and reaching 15 MPa at depth (Fig. 3). The error attached to that curve 
corresponds to the cumulative effect of uncertainties on αi and Pi. The magnitude of the 
magmastatic overpressure at ~800 m is about 5 MPa, which is comparable to that of the 
periodic source. 
Overall, microlite-induced overpressure (Mechanism 3) increases with depth (Fig. 3). 
This trend is overprinted by oscillations that increase in magnitude (up to ~13 MPa) with 
depth. The error attached to that curve corresponds to the uncertainty on measured microlite 
volume fraction f (±10%). Uncertainties on αi and Pi yield errors of similar magnitude. To a 
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first order, we note that the microlite contents of the samples are such that the lithostatic 
gradient is roughly re-established (i.e. almost equal to the wall-induced values). 
Flow-induced overpressures (Mechanism 4) from three of the conduit flow models 
yield a sharp gradient at shallow depth that flattens below 1 km (Fig. 3). The two first models 
(Melnik and Sparks, 2002; Hale and Mühlhaus, 2007) reach a nearly constant value of ~13-15 
MPa above magmastatic, whereas the third model (Hautmann et al., 2009) reaches 32 MPa at 
2500 m depth. This wide variation of overpressures is related to the set of assumption made in 
each model. The two first models both assume a cylindrical conduit, and treat the magma as 
either a Newtonian, bubbly fluid (Melnik and Sparks, 2002) or as a viscoplastic, bubble-free 
material (Hale and Mühlhaus, 2007). This rheological difference is the main reason for the 
distinct overpressure profiles of these two models. Hautmann et al. (2009) also consider a 
Newtonian, bubbly magma, but simulate a more complex conduit geometry: a cylinder from 
vent to ~1.2 km depth that is smoothly followed by a ~450-m-wide, ~2-m thick dyke below. 
This geometrical change is the main reason for the much larger overpressures they predict. 
The model of Melnik and Sparks (2002) assumes fully rigid walls and was not 
designed to fit the periodic pressurization of a region of Soufrière Hills’ conduit. The model 
used by Hautmann et al. (2009), however, updates that of Melnik and Sparks (2002) by 
considering the dynamic behavior of the magma-wall interface. Both this model and that of 
Hale and Mühlhaus (2007) consider that the background stress state is given by the pressure 
distribution within the conduit at the minimum of each deformation cycle, which is generally 
between magma- and lithostatic (Denlinger and Hoblitt, 1999; Neuberg et al., 2006; Green et 
al., 2006; Lensky et al., 2008). In this view, overpressure is generated by shear stress at 
conduit wall, and the geodetic measurements at Soufrière Hills must be reinterpreted by 
means of an anisotropic pressure source located between <1000 m and ~260 m, and consisting 
of only 0.5-1.5 MPa of shear stress that the magma applies to the conduit wall (Green et al., 
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2006). Thus, both Hautmann et al. (2009) and Hale and Mühlhaus (2007) consider semi-rigid 
walls and their model outputs are in implicit agreement with the observed edifice 
deformation. 
 
3.2. Mechanism coupling 
 
We can briefly revisit the overpressures profiles considering a coupling between wall 
elasticity (Mechanism 2) and the three other mechanisms. If walls yield fully to the pressure 
difference between the magmastatic and the lithostatic level, they would also fully 
accommodate the overpressure caused by the three other mechanisms and re-establish a 
lithostatic gradient. Mechanism 3 allows us to illustrate this process because Equ (4) 
explicitly takes in account wall rock elasticity. Setting wallrock bulk modulus to the lowest 
acceptable value (3×107 Pa, Widiwijayanti et al., 2005) causes a quasi flat overpressure 
profile than is mostly below 1 MPa (Fig. 4). Full overpressure accommodation occurs if the 
wallrock bulk modulus, μ, is such that the pressure, ΔP, and the density, Δρ, differences 
between magma and wallrock are compensated: 
PwΔ
Δ= ρ
ρμ  (11) 
Figure 5 indicates that very soft walls could reestablish a lithostatic gradient, 
regardless of the mechanism. Complete canceling of overpressure is incompatible with the 
occurrence of Vulcanian explosions, which suggests this end-member scenario is unlikely. 
Considering conduit walls as semi-rigid seems the most realistic scenario. In our simple 
approach, this would correspond to a moderated version of Mechanism 2 or to the two most 
recent models embedded in our evaluation of Mechanism 4. 
 
3.3. Pre-explosive density distribution 
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Figure 6 shows five columns indicating possible density distributions of the magma 
just prior to a Vulcanian explosion. Following Burgisser et al. (2010), we selected the 
shallowest group of dense samples to define the dense cap (I) of the magmatic column, the 
following heterogeneous and breadcrusted samples to define the transition zone (II), and the 
deeper homogeneous pumices to define the homogeneous zone (III). The boundaries of these 
zones are somewhat arbitrary, but consistently vary in relative thickness as a function of 
overpressure mechanism. The first column in Fig. 6 corresponds to gas-induced overpressure 
(Mechanism 1) and represents the magmastatic case with no overpressure. The two next 
columns correspond to wall-induced overpressure (Mechanism 2) and microlite-induced 
overpressure (Mechanism 3), respectively. Flow-related columns differ depending on the 
conduit flow model considered (Mechanism 4). The fourth column corresponds to the models 
of Melnik and Sparks (2002) and Hale and Mühlhaus (2007), and the last column corresponds 
to the Hautmann et al. (2009) model. The base of the transition zone occurs the deepest, 721 
m, with gas overpressure. The other mechanisms bring this limit upwards, 461 m for wall-, 
539 m for microlite-, and 50-191 m for flow-induced overpressures, respectively. We note 
that the cap generated by flow-induced overpressure is so thin that it is dangerously close to 
the upper boundary of the system (0.02-0.2 m vs. 30-50 m for the other scenarios). The total 
column height varies less; it lies between 3.2 and 4.2 km for all columns except the last one. 
This much shorter (~2.5 km) magmatic column is due to the large overpressures produced by 
the Hautmann et al. (2009) model. 
 
3.4. Overpressure release and column expansion at explosion initiation 
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To avoid the multiplication of scenarios, we leave Mechanisms 2 and 3 aside because 
their overpressures are framed by the two other mechanisms. If, on one hand, explosion 
triggering is caused by the sudden rupture of an impermeable plug, as in Mechanism 1, the 
overpressure caused by gas accumulation is released. We imposed that this overpressure was 
large enough to explain plug rupture (Fig. 2). If, on the other hand, explosion triggering is 
caused by the sudden release of flow-induced overpressure (Mechanism 4), the release will be 
related to viscous plug rupture. Plug rupture rapidly eases flowage and reduces the dynamic 
pressure in the shallow part of the conduit by replacing the strong viscous resistance of the 
plug by the much lower friction of its ruptured pieces. In all cases, the pressure returns to 
magmastatic level. We evaluate the role of syn-explosive degassing (i.e. water exsolution 
occurring during explosion, which comprises vesiculation of new bubbles and growth existing 
ones) on column expansion for each mechanism. 
Figure 7 shows two bounds of column expansion for three scenarios: gas accumulation 
in deep and shallow plugs (Mechanism 1), and flow-induced overpressure (Mechanism 4). 
For each scenario, the upper bound, or maximum expansion, is obtained when syn-explosive 
degassing is allowed to occur, whereas the lower bound, or minimum expansion, is obtained 
when no syn-explosive degassing occurs. As expected, the magnitude of the overpressure is a 
main control of the amount of expansion, which is maximized by the large overpressures 
produced by shallow plugs or magma flow. The role of syn-explosive degassing is more 
complex. In Mechanism 1, syn-explosive degassing multiplies expansion by a factor of ~100, 
regardless of plug depth. The resulting expansion of the few hundred meters below the freshly 
ruptured plug remains modest (10%) for a deep plug and consequent (100%) for a shallow 
plug. The influence of syn-explosive degassing is subdued in Mechanism 4, where it 
multiplies expansion by a factor of ~4, regardless of depth. As a result, the whole column of 
Mechanism 4 is likely to feel a strong expansion, from a few percent at depth to 50-100% at 
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shallow levels (<1 km). The high expansion values at shallow depth (<200 m, Fig. 7) are 
unrealistic because the column expands upwards, rapidly over-topping the vent. We can 
nevertheless state that the top part of the column is most subject to high strains when 
expanding as a whole because expansion is cumulated from the base of the column upwards. 
Overall, large overpressures at shallow level, such as those produced by magma flowage or 
shallow plugs, and efficient syn-explosive degassing are most enhancing pre-fragmentation 
column expansion. 
  
4. Discussion 
 
The reasoning we used herein has limitations. First, the data we used are themselves 
the results of interpretation. This is clear for the conduit flow model outputs and for the 
geodetic data, which are thought to be caused by either a damaged, localized part of the 
conduit, or shear stresses along conduit walls. Requesting the most perfect fit between all the 
constraints, as presented in the Result section, assumes that no other mechanisms than the 
four formalized herein were at play during the Vulcanian explosions. The sudden release of 
any of these overpressures, however, is likely to involve other processes (e.g., plug rupture) 
that are not included into the four mechanisms we address herein. In other words, there are 
additional triggering processes that cannot be explored using our data. We believe that the 
value of our approach lies in the systematic quantification of the pressurization mechanisms 
that are known well enough to be formalized by first-order relationships. 
 
4.1. Assessment of each overpressure mechanism separately 
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Gas-induced overpressure (Mechanism 1) is an end-member scenario that considers 
gas transfer without porosity change (Fig. 3). We can use this end-member to estimate what 
would happen if gas transfer causes porosity to vary, although the full modeling of such 
process is beyond the scope of this work. If the accumulated gas is allowed to dissolve back 
into the magma, it would raise pre-explosive melt water content by 1.29 wt% for a shallow 
plug and by 0.38 wt% for a deep plug. These values are above the analytical errors on melt 
water content for samples lying within the relevant depths (the median error is 0.02 wt%). A 
systematic sampling should feature a large number of samples with a melt water content 
corresponding to the plug pressure (inset, Fig. 2). Unfortunately, the sampling done by 
Burgisser et al. (2010) aimed at maximizing the textural variations and cannot be used to 
statistically locate a preferential plug pressure. The large overpressures occurring above the 
periodic source and below the plug level should cause edifice deformation. Invoking the fact 
that deformation might be too shallow to be registered by tiltmeters, however, seems 
excessively complicated. Instead, we favor deep plugs that concentrate the overpressure in the 
vicinity of the periodic source. Sealing and pressure buildup must have been much faster than 
column emplacement, because the magmatic column was emplaced under open system 
degassing (Burgisser et al., 2010). Under these conditions, Mechanism 1 alone could cause 
overpressures compatible with periodic deformation and explosion trigger. 
Mechanism 2 assumes a conduit fully bounded by soft walls, which causes the 
maximum overpressure to occur the deepest (Fig. 3). The magnitude of the magmastatic 
overpressure is comparable to that of the periodic source. This scenario can thus be consistent 
with geodetic measurements if walls are soft at that specific level and rigid elsewhere, as fully 
rigid walls rule out any overpressure by this mechanism. Fast upward movement of such a 
pressure-balanced magmatic column would cause inflation of the soft level by bringing 
deeper, more pressurized magma at that level. This is consistent with the fact that a conduit 
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fully bounded by soft walls would be able to absorb other sources of overpressure (Fig. 5). 
Thus, a conduit mostly bounded by rigid walls except for a small region where walls are soft 
can be reconciliated with a periodic deformation. Mechanism 2, however, is less likely to be 
also the cause of explosion triggering because it is hard to imagine that conduit walls can 
suddenly rigidify and brutally cancel the overpressure. 
The overpressure distributions created by the rapid filling of the conduit followed by 
closed system crystallization (Mechanism 3) are difficult to conciliate with geodetic 
measurements, even by assuming a convenient sequence of rigid and soft conduit walls (Fig. 
3). Crystallization-induced overpressures, which are based on closed-system degassing, are 
overestimates because extensive gas leakage occurred at various depths. This is supported by 
the presence of numerous deformed and coalesced pre-explosion bubbles (Formenti and 
Druitt, 2003; Giachetti et al., 2010), and the far-from-equilibrium porosities we infer in the 
pre-explosive magmatic column (Burgisser et al., 2010). The requirement that the magma 
column was sealed long enough to allow crystallization and pressure buildup is in 
contradiction with these other evidence of open system degassing. It is thus unlikely that 
Mechanism 3 contributed significantly to the periodic source or explosion trigger. We 
conclude that microlite crystallization plays a subordinate role in overpressure genesis at 
Soufrière Hills. 
Let us focus our attention on the 0.2-m plug predicted by Mechanism 4. One-
dimensional flow models are by essence not aimed at simulating the complexities of dome 
growth (Massol et al., 2001; Watts et al., 2002; Hale and Wadge, 2008). The close proximity 
of the plug to the vent drives us to simply consider that a flow-induced plug would be much 
thinner than that inferred from the other mechanisms. The viscosity increase caused by melt 
water loss induces large dynamic pressures at shallow depth. These pressures have to vanish 
at the vent, thus all samples that recorded small pre-explosive pressures had to be located at 
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very shallow level. Since these samples are mostly dense, they represent a thin, very shallow 
cap. 
The models underlying our assessment of Mechanism 4 involve a large number of 
processes. By converting model-generated lithostatic overpressures to magmastatic 
overpressures (Equ. (6)), we implicitly assumed that the calculated evolution of porosity was 
similar to that of our data because model outputs are depth-referenced. To test this 
assumption, we compare our baseline data on pre-explosive pressures and porosities (Table 1) 
with the outputs from the flow model of Clarke et al. (2007). Figure 8 shows a remarkable 
agreement between model outputs and our dataset. This favorable outcome can easily be 
extended to our analysis of the overpressures predicted by these models and the resulting 
pressure-to-depth conversions because the model of Clarke et al. (2007) is based on that of 
Melnik and Sparks (2002) and thus share most of their physics. 
Can our pressure-to-depth conversions be improved by fine-tuning the conduit flow 
models? The Melnik and Sparks (2002) model run upon which our overpressure distribution 
is based features the “standard” permeability law. Changing this law varies the magnitude of 
the overpressure and the porosity maximum but not their depth distribution. The other 
controls on these two parameters are 1) mass flux, which, upon increasing, causes both 
overpressure and porosity maximum to shallow and grow (Diller and al., 2006), and 2) 
conduit geometry, the narrowing of which mostly affects the pressure profile (de’ Michieli 
Vitturi et al., 2008). It should be kept in mind that even calibrated model runs that better 
match our pre-explosive porosity distribution will yield overpressures that span a much larger 
range of depths than those inferred for the periodic source by Widiwijayanti et al. (2005). 
Hale and Mühlhaus (2007) and Hautmann et al. (2009), on the other hand, suggested that 
conduit flow model must include magma-wall interaction to be in agreement with the periodic 
source. Steady-state flowage tends to force softer walls in an upward convergent 
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configuration because flow-induced decompression is stronger at shallow depth (Giberti and 
Wilson, 1980; Mastin, 2002; Mitchell, 2005). More rigid walls, on the other hand, cause 
greater flow ascent velocities by allowing stronger decompressions (Giberti and Wilson, 
1990). Wall elasticity may also introduce short-period unsteadiness in mass flux with 
associated pressure variations within the magmatic column (Costa et al., 2007). Conduit 
geometry and the appearance of conduit constrictions greatly impact overpressure distribution 
(Fig. 3; de’ Michieli Vitturi et al., 2008). Despite the fact that, to first order, Mechanism 4 is 
compatible with the periodic source and the generation of overpressures able to trigger the 
Vulcanian explosions, these complex interactions demonstrate that it is difficult to isolate the 
effects of Mechanism 4 from those of Mechanism 2. Fine-tuning thus seems to involve an 
unavoidable integration of magma-wall interaction into conduit flow models. 
 
4.2. Coupling the overpressure mechanisms 
 
We have seen that, in general, rigid walls favor large overpressures by the other 
mechanisms and soft walls dampen these variations. Magma-wall interaction (coupling of 
Mechanisms 2 and 4) is able to explain the periodic source without other pressurization 
mechanisms. This is suggested by 1) the likely influence of magma flow on the conduit walls 
(e.g., Hale and Mühlhaus, 2007) and 2) the good fit between our data and flow model outputs 
(Fig. 8). Pressure buildup leading to explosion trigger, on the other hand, is most compatible 
with gas accumulation below a plug and magma flowage (Mechanisms 1 and 4) because these 
two mechanisms are the only ones able to produce overpressures large enough to cause plug 
rupture. There is no reason, however, to assume a systematic coupling between Mechanisms 1 
and 2 because it is likely that the periodic source was mostly decoupled from the overpressure 
triggering the Vulcanian explosions. In other words, gas accumulation could have occurred in 
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a rigid part of the conduit without transmitting the associated pressurization to the whole 
edifice if concurrent magma flowage through a semi-rigid conduit occurred below. We thus 
can relax our previous conclusion that gas accumulation requires deep plugs to concentrate 
the associated increase in pressure in the vicinity of the periodic source. Instead, shallow 
plugs create the most effective pressurization in the more rigid part of the conduit located 
above the periodic source. 
In summary, magma flowage is sufficient to cause periodic edifice deformation 
through semi-rigid conduit walls and build overpressures able to trigger explosions. Gas 
accumulation below a shallow plug is also able to build such overpressures and can occur 
regardless of magma flowage. The concurrence of these three mechanisms offers the highest 
likelihood of building overpressures leading to the 1997 explosion series. 
How does the 1997 series at Montserrat compare with other Vulcanian explosions? 
Table 3 summarizes the pressurization mechanisms thought to occur at 6 other volcanoes 
displaying such eruptive behavior. Eruptive sequences can be divided in two cases, whether 
the magmatic column is essentially static when the explosions occur (Galeras, Lascar, 
Ngauruhoe, and Sakurajima), or flowing, such as when explosions occur during dome 
extrusion (Arenal, Colima, and Montserrat). In static columns, sealing has the time to happen 
by hydrothermal activity. Pressurization by crystallization has carefully been evaluated at 
Galeras (Stix et al., 1997), and seems consistent with an essentially static, sealed column. At 
Montserrat, on the other hand, flowage under open system degassing and the short time spend 
with a plug played against pressure buildup by crystallization. Under this light, the 
crystallization proposed at Colima (e.g., Varley et al., 2010a) might not be directly related to 
the Vulcanian explosions because conditions (flowage and many shortly spaced explosions) 
are adverse to significant pressure buildup. Flowing columns, on the other hand, are mostly 
blocked by wallrock debris or stiffening of the new magma. A peculiar sealing by temporary 
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blockage of the explosive vent by degassed lava flowing from another vent has been proposed 
at Arenal (Williams-Jones et al., 2001). This could not happen in dome-forming eruption, and 
is possible at Arenal because of the low-viscosity lava involved, which causes the explosive 
activity to be mostly (violent) Strombolian with few Vulcanian events (Soto and Alvarado, 
2006). 
Could the relatively young age of Soufrière Hills’ conduit (2 years in 1997) favor 
elastic response of the conduit wall and stress transmission from the edifice to the magma 
column? Although cyclic stressing of rock causes a decrease of elastic modulus (e.g., Heap et 
al., 2010), there are two lines of evidence that it is not likely. Arenal is the only other case 
where the stress state of the edifice is thought to cause pressure changes of the magma 
column. The conduit at Arenal, however, is well established with 32 years of continuing 
activity. Another well-established conduit is that of Sakurajima, where pressure buildup is 
caused by gas accumulation with few interactions with the well-sealed conduit (e.g., Iguchi et 
al., 2008). 
Being part of the Vulcanian behavior paradigm, gas accumulation is systematically 
invoked but, except at Sakurajima and possibly at Ngauruhoe, it is always accompanied by at 
least another mechanism. Like sealing, there seems to be a combination of causes to build up 
pressure in a magmatic column. The fact that some volcanoes, such as Lascar or Ngauruhoe, 
have few explosions years apart, whereas others produce numerous series, such as Montserrat 
or Sakurajima, does not seem linked to a particular combination. The eruptive sequences are 
the result of very complex feedback mechanisms and there is therefore not a single 
explanation applicable to all of them, despite their similarities. This is reinforced by the fact 
that the studies to which we refer involve different degrees of detail, so that not all 
mechanisms have been evaluated at every volcano. 
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4.3. Processes at play at explosion initiation 
 
The classic vision of a Vulcanian explosion is that a sudden loss of overpressure 
causes a fast pressure wave followed by a fragmentation front that causes brittle breakup an 
essentially still magma column (Fig. 9, left; e.g., Kennedy et al., 2005). If magma expansion 
is allowed to occur, another case becomes possible because expansion causes uprise of 
foamed up magma towards fragmentation. It is well known that degassing can cause magma 
column expansion, and Figure 7 suggests that the modest syn-explosive degassing occurring 
at Soufrière Hills could have played a significant role in helping the column to expand. To 
illustrate such a scenario, it is easiest to picture an end-member situation: the fragmentation 
front being quasi-still and fed by a rapidly expanding column (Fig. 9, right). It should be kept 
in mind that, since the magma column can only expand upwards, the expansion speed of the 
shallow part is going to be a cumulated speed from all the other parts below. Whether 
significant expansion speed can be achieved during the 10-20 s time span of the explosions 
despite the resistance opposed by wall friction (Lensky et al. 2008) is a complex problem 
involving bubble-scale dynamics to conduit-scale flow of the magma. The insets in Fig. 9 
give a stepwise illustration of the column expansion for Mechanisms 1 and 4 if its lowermost 
part is considered fixed and the new, expanded thickness of each slice is cumulated upwards. 
We left out of our analysis the first few hundred meters of the column that are so evacuated. 
Starting from the over-pressurized profile in black, the column goes back to magmastatic 
level in successive lighter shades of gray representing expansion without gas exsolution, 50% 
syn-eruptive vesiculation, and 100% vesiculation, respectively. Release of gas-accumulated 
overpressure causes little expansion, and fits well with the classical view. The sudden release 
of flow-induced overpressure, on the other hand, is sufficient to force the extrusion of several 
hundreds of meters of the column by expansion. The absence of independent timing other 
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than explosion duration, however, does not allow us to explore whether such strains may have 
generated fragmentation, as suggested by Lane et al. (2008). This is an interesting possibility, 
as it would make expansion the main engine that propagates the fragmentation front.  
Column expansion due to volatile degassing has been shown to play an important role 
after conduit evacuation (Nishimura, 2009). Considering the role of such an expansion during 
conduit evacuation, however, brings another intriguing idea: the conduit could be mostly full 
of partially expanded magma after the explosion. We have seen that conduit geometry 
controls ascent rates and magma overpressures, which suggests that the conduit remained 
open long enough between explosions to be refilled without major collapse. Collapse time 
scale being conditioned by the rigidity of the conduit (Quareni and Mulargia, 1993), it implies 
that the conduit was never emptied below the level of the periodic source. Figure 6, however, 
shows that evacuation was much deeper than that source. Having the conduit partly filled with 
foamy magma between explosions is thus an attractive alternative to explain source 
preservation.  
We expect that the interplay between fragmentation front and column expansion is 
much more complex than the simple dual view pictured in Fig. 9. Strainmeter data showing 
measurable conduit reaction during more recent Vulcanian explosions illustrate such a 
complexity. Conduit reaction in 2003 (Voight et al., 2010), 2008, and 2009 (Chardot et al., 
2010) was a rapid contraction suggesting magma evacuation over a depth inferior to ~2 km. 
Conduit reaction during the March 2004 explosion (Linde et al., 2004), however, was 
probably deeper (> ~1.5 km) and is difficult to link to conduit evacuation. Just after 
overpressure release, magma evacuation causes a fragmentation-induced unloading that 
furthers the decompression felt by each slice. This is expected to increase column expansion, 
but front propagation might be so fast that further expansion would occur post-fragmentation. 
This situation has been modeled in far greater details by Mason et al. (2006), albeit 
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considering no syn-explosive bubble nucleation. Finally, walls being most likely semi-rigid, 
plug rupture does not simply suppress flow-induced overpressure, but also causes complex 
wall response (Iguchi et al., 2007). Our assumption that the conduit diameter does not vary 
during explosion (Equ. (8)) limits further exploration of this phenomenon. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
We used the pre-explosive pressures and porosities for the 1997 Vulcanian explosions 
at Soufrière Hills determined by Burgisser et al. (2010) to build a depth-referenced density 
profile of the magmatic column. The conversion from pressure to depth was carried out by 
balancing the magma load within the conduit and taking into account the effect of an 
independently imposed overpressure. We tested the four mechanisms of pressure buildup 
thought to occur at Montserrat: 1) gas accumulation, 2) conduit wall elasticity, 3) microlite 
crystallization, and 4) magma flowage. The three first mechanisms yield magmatic columns 
of similar sizes, and the fourth yields a shorter column. The three-part vertical layering of the 
conduit prior to explosion is proposed to have been spatially distributed as: 1) a dense and 
strongly degassed plug a few tens of meters in thickness, 2) a shallow transition zone 
characterized by complex mingling between vesicular and dense magma with thickness 
varying from 400 to 700 m, depending on the overpressure mechanism, and 3) at greater 
depth, a more homogeneous, low-porosity zone that brings the total column length to ~3.5 
km. Flow-induced overpressure yields a dense cap of less than a few meters thick, a 
heterogeneous zone from 200 to 500 m thick, and a total column length as low as 2.5 km. 
Inflation/deflation cycles linked to a periodic overpressure source offer a unique 
dataset that we attempt to use to constrain the four overpressure mechanisms. Overall, magma 
flowage is sufficient to cause periodic edifice deformation through semi-rigid conduit walls 
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and build overpressures able to trigger explosions (coupling of Mechanism 2 and 4). Pressure 
buildup leading to explosion trigger, on the other hand, is most compatible with gas 
accumulation below a plug and magma flowage (Mechanisms 1 and 4) because these two 
mechanisms are the only ones able to produce overpressures large enough to cause plug 
rupture. Pressure buildup could thus have been caused by either Mechanism 1 or a coupling 
between Mechanisms 2 and 4. Since periodic deformation occurred prior to and during the 
Vulcanian explosions, the most likely scenario involves flow-induced overpressure with the 
appearance of an impermeable plug that causes additional pressure buildup. Our data are 
compatible with the explosions resulting from the sudden release of these coupled 
overpressures. We realize that this corresponds simply to a reasonable explanation rather than 
the only best-fit combination possible. One might consider it as the conclusion of a systematic 
evaluation of the processes thought to play in Vulcanian eruptions that are known well 
enough to be quantified. 
Finally, we explored the effects of suddenly releasing the calculated overpressures. 
We found that efficient syn-explosive vesiculation and large overpressures at shallow level, 
such as those produced by magma flowage or shallow plugs (Mechanisms 1 and 4), promote 
(pre-fragmentation) column expansion. The extreme expansions associated with Mechanism 4 
lead us to question the classic picture of a Vulcanian explosion in which a sudden loss of 
overpressure causes a fragmentation front that delaminates an essentially still magma column. 
If magma expansion is allowed to occur, our results suggest that the motion of the 
fragmentation front may not be the main control of column evacuation because expansion 
brings foamed up magma towards fragmentation. This process can be envisioned as a quasi-
still fragmentation front being fed by a rapidly expanding column.  
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Figure captions 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the pre-explosive state of the magmatic column and 
symbols definition. Each sample of Table 1 is assumed to represent one horizontal 
slice of the column. 
Figure 2: Constraints on the overpressures caused by column sealing and gas accumulation 
(Mechanism 1). The thin line represents a deep plug located below the heterogeneous 
zone of the magmatic column, and the bold line represents a shallow plug located 
below the dense cap. Overpressures are given with respect to the magmastatic 
gradient. Triangles are the tensile strength from each pressure slice (Burgisser et al., 
2010). The gray area covers overpressures that are large enough to overcome the 
tensile strength of most samples and cover the depth and magnitude of the periodic 
source causing edifice deformation (black square). The inset illustrates the total 
pressure (magmastatic + overpressure) for each plug depth, respectively. 
Figure 3: Overpressure profile with depth as a function of overpressure mechanism (1: gas 
accumulation, 2: wall elasticity, 3: microlite crystallization, and 4: conduit flow). 
Overpressures are given with respect to the magmastatic gradient. The black square 
covers the depth and magnitude of the periodic source causing edifice deformation. 
The red curves are Mechanism 1 and are identical to those of Fig. 2, the black curve is 
Mechanism 2, and the green curve is Mechanism 3. The three blue curves are 
Mechanism 4 and refer (from left to right at the greatest depth) to the model of Melnik 
and Sparks (2002), Hale and Mühlhaus (2007), and Hautmann et al. (2009), 
respectively. The light colored areas below the profiles of Mechanisms 1 and 4 
represent possible values between extreme scenarios. The light colored areas below 
the profiles of Mechanisms 2 and 3 represent error propagation from the input data 
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(Table 1). Error estimates for Mechanism 3 indicate that the irregularities of the 
overpressure profile are beyond measurement artifacts. 
Figure 4: Overpressure profile with depth for microlite crystallization (Mechanism 3). 
Overpressures are given with respect to lithostatic gradient. The light colored area 
represents error propagation from the input data (Table 1). The black square covers the 
depth and magnitude of the periodic source causing edifice deformation. 
Figure 5: Bulk modulus of the wallrock with depth as a function of overpressure mechanism 
(1: gas accumulation, 2: wall elasticity, and 4: conduit flow). The light red area 
between the red curves (Mechanism 1) represents possible values between extreme 
scenarios. The black curve is Mechanism 2, and the blue curve (Mechanism 4) refers 
to the model of Hale and Mühlhaus (2007). The vertical dashed line represents the 
lowest value for wallrock elasticity at Soufrière Hills (Widiwijayanti et al., 2005). 
Figure 6: Pre-explosive density profiles as a function of overpressure mechanism (1: gas 
accumulation, 2: wall elasticity, 3: microlite crystallization, and 4: conduit flow). 
Narrow columns on the left of each porosity profile code the quench (field) lithology 
of each slice. The three numbered zones correspond to regions of similar vesicularity 
(I. dense plug, II. heterogeneous zone, and III. homogeneous zone). The column 4a is 
only based on the model of Melnik and Sparks (2002) because the model of Hale and 
Mühlhaus (2007) yields quasi identical results. The column 4b is based on the model 
of Hautmann et al. (2009). 
Figure 7: Vertical expansion of each slice during a sudden release of the magmastatic 
overpressure as a function of overpressure mechanism (1: gas accumulation and 4: 
conduit flow). The percentage of vertical expansion corresponds to the change in 
thickness of each slice during explosion. The red curves are Mechanism 1 with a deep 
plug (1a), and the purple curves are Mechanism 1 with a shallow plug (1b). Black 
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curves are Mechanism 4 and are only based on the model of Melnik and Sparks (2002) 
because curves given by the two other models are similar. For each mechanism, the 
gray areas represent possible values between the presence (solid lines) or the absence 
(dashed lines) of syn-explosive degassing. 
Figure 8: Pre-explosive porosity as a function or pre-explosive pressure. The black line 
shows the porosities predicted by the conduit flow model of Clarke et al (2007). Data 
are from Table 1, and the analytical errors are from Burgisser et al. (2010). 
Figure 9: Two end-member scenarios for a Vulcanian explosion. The left scenario is classic 
and depicts a magma column being evacuated by a fast moving fragmentation front 
with negligible expansion. The right scenario depicts a fast expanding magma column 
that feeds a quasi-steady fragmentation front. The insets show column expansion, 
starting from the over-pressurized profile in black and going back to magmastatic in 
successive lighter shades of gray representing expansion by gas density only, 50% 
syn-eruptive degassing, and 100% degassing, respectively. The left inset corresponds 
to Mechanism 1 (gas accumulation, curves 1b in Fig. 7) and the right inset 
corresponds to Mechanism 4 (conduit flow, curves 4 in Fig. 7). 
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Table 1. Summary of the data used in the density profile reconstruction. Pre-explosive 
pressures (Pi), quantities of exsolved water (αi), dissolved water (xi), and microlite 
(μlite) were used as model input (data from Burgisser et al., 2010, and reference 
therein). Overpressures and depths (right) are model constraints and outputs for each 
pressurization mechanism, respectively. Microlite contents are bubble-free volume 
fraction, depths (z) are in m, and overpressures (ΔPi) are in MPa. 
Sample Pi αi xi μlite 1. Gas 2. Wall 3. Microlite 4. Flow 
 MPa vol% ppm vol% z aΔPi bΔPi z ΔPi z ΔPi cz cΔPi dz dΔPi 
AMO-35 0.4 3 10 51 17 0 0 15 0.0 5 0.1 0.02 0.4 0.001 0.4 
AMO-40 0.7 6 35 46 29 0 0 27 0.1 10 0.2 0.1 0.7 0.005 0.7 
99306-1a2 0.9 6 39 24 37 0 0 33 0.1 18 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.01 0.9 
AMO-34-D 1.0 19 186 43 44 0 19.9 38 0.1 19 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.02 1.0 
AMO-44-D 1.1 3 26 41 47 0 19.8 42 0.1 23 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.02 1.1 
99305-3 4p 1.3 37 607 51 64 0 19.5 51 0.2 25 0.6 0.7 1.3 0.04 1.3 
AMO-27 1.3 3 32 39 65 0 19.5 52 0.2 29 0.6 0.7 1.3 0.04 1.3 
99318-1a 1.8 4 63 43 86 0 19.0 71 0.3 33 0.7 1.8 1.8 0.1 1.8 
99623-1c 2.1 2 30 40 97 0 18.8 82 0.3 39 0.9 2.6 2.0 0.2 2.1 
99303-2 2.2 9 180 39 102 0 18.7 86 0.3 47 1.0 3.0 2.1 0.2 2.2 
99302-2 2.3 22 527 38 108 0 18.5 91 0.3 56 1.3 3.5 2.2 0.3 2.3 
AB1-D 2.4 6 109 33 112 0 18.5 94 0.3 57 1.2 3.8 2.3 0.3 2.4 
AMO-38-D 2.6 14 344 34 123 0 18.2 103 0.4 66 1.4 5.0 2.5 0.4 2.6 
990302-7a 2.8 16 440 34 134 0 18.0 112 0.4 74 1.6 6.2 2.7 0.6 2.8 
990329-1a 3.0 35 1292 33 145 0 17.8 118 0.5 78 2.0 7.4 2.9 0.7 3.0 
AMO-42 3.1 24 764 35 148 0 17.8 120 0.5 85 1.8 7.6 2.9 0.7 3.0 
990329-2a 3.2 70 5917 32 167 0 17.6 126 0.6 96 2.6 8.7 3.0 0.8 3.2 
99305-3 3p 3.4 16 526 31 177 0 17.4 134 0.7 99 2.0 10 3.2 1.0 3.4 
AMO-43 3.7 16 565 22 190 0 17.2 143 0.7 125 2.6 12 3.4 1.3 3.6 
BCP-3-cr 3.8 3 92 n.a. 195 0 17.1 148 0.7 n.a. n.a. 13 3.5 1.4 3.7 
990329-3c 3.9 56 3801 29 204 0 17.0 152 0.8 136 3.0 14 3.6 1.5 3.8 
990329-4b 4.1 64 5733 28 235 0 16.7 162 1.0 148 3.4 17 3.8 1.9 4.1 
99305-3 5.1 51 4118 25 319 0 15.7 202 1.5 149 4.2 30 4.7 3.9 5.1 
AB2-D 5.2 5 210 30 322 0 15.6 205 1.5 158 3.0 31 4.7 4.1 5.2 
99306-1a1 5.6 9 455 64 338 0 15.3 218 1.6 203 1.7 36 5.0 5.0 5.5 
99323-1c 5.6 22 1212 24 338 0 15.3 218 1.6 210 4.0 36 5.0 5.0 5.5 
990329-3b 6.0 56 5963 23 382 0 14.8 236 1.8 229 5.1 44 5.4 6.5 5.9 
BCP-4-cr 6.2 3 150 37 387 0 14.7 241 1.8 245 2.9 46 5.4 7.0 6.0 
BCP1-cr 6.5 4 193 31 404 0 14.3 256 1.9 261 3.6 52 5.7 8.4 6.4 
990302-5a 7.2 42 4005 21 449 0 13.7 282 2.2 315 5.9 65 6.2 11 7.0 
990302-6a 7.2 36 3205 21 449 0 13.7 282 2.2 356 5.8 65 6.2 11 7.0 
990302-7b 7.2 42 4118 21 449 0 13.7 282 2.2 356 5.9 65 6.2 11 7.0 
AMO-29 8.1 32 3068 32 508 0 12.7 319 2.5 365 5.8 85 6.8 17 7.9 
990329-3a 8.7 50 6785 19 554 0 12.2 341 2.8 366 7.5 99 7.2 21 8.4 
BCP2-cr 9.1 3 221 36 570 0 11.8 356 2.8 378 4.5 107 7.4 23 8.7 
990329-4a 9.6 39 4795 18 608 7.4 11.2 378 3.1 494 8.2 121 7.7 28 9.2 
AMO-44-V 9.7 24 2355 38 614 7.3 11.1 382 3.1 506 6.1 124 7.8 29 9.3 
AMO-30 11.2 22 2437 23 692 5.9 9.6 440 3.5 533 8.4 162 8.5 43 10.5 
AMO-32 11.8 21 2437 21 721 5.3 9.1 461 3.6 537 9.1 177 8.8 50 10.9 
SP1-D 12.4 16 1814 34 752 4.7 8.4 486 3.7 539 7.8 194 9.1 58 11.4 
AB1-V 12.7 21 2666 35 767 4.4 8.2 497 3.8 547 8.3 202 9.2 61 11.6 
AMO-34-V 13.6 18 2355 39 813 3.5 7.3 533 4.0 579 8.3 229 9.6 74 12.3 
990329-1b 13.7 30 4500 15 817 3.4 7.2 536 4.0 648 11.7 231 9.6 75 12.3 
AB2-V 15.4 16 2355 30 903 1.7 5.4 604 4.4 724 10.4 286 10.3 102 13.5 
SP1-V 20.7 16 3003 23 1163 0 0.2 811 5.5 913 15.6 476 11.7 207 16.7 
990302-6b 24.7 24 6214 11 1384 0 0 970 6.6 1038 22.2 660 12.4 311 18.8 
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AMO-38-V 26.0 11 2617 27 1442 0 0 1018 6.8 1255 18.2 712 12.5 343 19.3 
AMO3C 28.2 13 3278 19 1547 0 0 1105 7.2 1259 22.3 809 12.6 404 20.3 
PV3 29.6 14 3795 16 1617 0 0 1162 7.5 1366 24.5 875 12.7 446 20.8 
AMO-26 30.4 17 4795 20 1658 0 0 1193 7.7 1370 24.5 913 12.8 471 21.2 
AMO6A-2 38.6 11 3698 14 2038 0 0 1514 8.9 1747 32.6 1284 13.0 725 23.9 
MT06-04 46.6 11 4500 17 2410 0 0 1827 10.2 2014 38.4 1654 13.0 998 26.0 
AMO6A-1 48.5 9 3897 19 2497 0 0 1902 10.5 2028 38.7 1741 13.0 1065 26.4 
AMO-33 52.2 7 3003 22 2661 0 0 2047 10.9 2064 39.5 1905 13.0 1195 27.2 
AMO3D 59.4 8 4238 12 2988 0 0 2330 11.9 2618 51.7 2230 13.1 1460 28.6 
MT06-03 61.4 7 3434 12 3076 0 0 2408 12.1 2680 53.1 2318 13.1 1534 28.9 
AMO-9 85.1 7 4643 11 4126 0 0 3337 14.8 3666 75.4 3359 13.3 2454 31.8 
n.a.: not analyzed. 
a deep plug. 
b shallow plug. 
c from Melnik and Sparks (2002) model. 
d from Hautmann et al. (2009) model. 
 
 
Table 2: Regression coefficients used to calculate overpressure and porosity distributions 
from conduit flow model runs. 
 
Variable ε δ γ R2 
Melnik and Sparks (2002)    
ΔPl(z) 1.949 1010 5.72 10-5 1.324 0.99 
α(z) 612.2 4.258 10-4 1.093 0.99 
Clarke et al. (2007)    
α(Pi) 15.89 10-3 2.458 0.82 
Hale and Mühlhaus (2007)    
ΔPi(z) 2.95 1011 4.65 10-6 1.30 0.91 
Hautmann et al. (2009)    
ΔPi(z) 1.3 1012 2.0 10-6 1.30 0.97 
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Table 3: Some volcanoes displaying episodic Vulcanian behavior. Four mechanisms of 
pressure buildup are listed (1: gas accumulation, 2: wall elasticity, 3: microlite 
crystallization, and 4: conduit flow), along with likely sealing mechanisms, relative 
frequency of explosion during an eruptive phase, the time the conduit has been 
active and the typical conduit repose time between eruptive phases. 
 
 Pressure buildup mechanism     
Volcanoa 
1: 
gas 
2: 
wall 
3: 
microlite 
4: 
flow Plug 
Conduit 
ageb (yr) 
Repose 
timeb (yr) Explosionsc 
Arenal x x  x wallrock/overflow 32 ~42 few 
Colima x  x x wallrock/magma plug 13 ~3 many 
Galeras x  x  wallrock/hydrothermal 4 100 few 
Lascar x    wallrock/hydrothermal 1 ~5 few 
Montserrat x x  x magma plug 2 >300 many 
Ngauruhoe x    wallrock/magma plug 2 ~5 few 
Sakurajima x    magma plug 50 <20 many 
a Arenal: Williams-Jones et al. (2001), Soto and Alvarado (2006); Colima: Savov et al. (2008), Varley 
et al. (2010a, 2010b), Zobin et al., (2010); Galeras: Stix et al. (1997); Lascar: Matthews et al. 
(1997); Montserrat: this study; Ngauruhoe: Nairn and Self (1978), Hobden et al. (2002); 
Sakurajima: Iguchi et al. (2008), Yokoo et al. (2009). 
b from Siebert and Simkin (2002-2010). 
c Explosions were qualified of “few” when less than a dozen occurred during an eruptive phase and of 
“many” when they added to several dozens to several thousands. 
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